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The most recent change allows the SERHOLD report to be imported unmodified.  Previously you 
had to convert the file from the csv format to a tab delimited format but no longer need to do so.

1.1 Overview to Import DOCLINE SERHOLD

This window loads a NLM DOCLINE SERHOLD Holdings by Library Report.  If your library 
participates in the US National Library of Medicine DOCLINE and keeps its SERHOLD data 
current, then this is a good way to build your local serial holdings quickly.  This function should 
only be run when first starting the Serials Management module, although there is no harm in 
running it later.  

The following documentation refers to the Aggregate Serials Frequency database.  This is a 
database built from the serials data from a number of prestigious academic health science 
libraries with their permission.  The database contains the ISSN, title, short title, series title, and 
frequency data for 2500 serial records.  This Import SERHOLD function and the Add a Serial Title 
Dynamically feature (found in functions Issue Check In and Serial Copy Edit) utilize this valuable 
database.  

Function Import SERHOLD has the following results:  

1.  If a title in the SERHOLD report does not have an ISSN number, then the title and its holdings 
are placed in the Import SERHOLD Error Report, and no further processing occurs for that title's 
data.  

2.  If a title's ISSN is currently in the catalog, and the title is already in Serials Management with 
the specified Copy Number, then the title is placed on the Error Report.  

3.  If a title's ISSN is currently in the catalog, and the title is not in Serials Management, then the 
title is set up in Serials Management. If the ISSN is found in the system's Aggregate Serials 
Frequency database, then a Serial Copy is created with the known frequency. Otherwise, the 
Copy is created with only the system's circulation defaults for a serial item.  The SERHOLD 
Holdings value is placed in the Serial Copy's Free Text Holdings String.  

4.  If a title's ISSN is not currently in the catalog, but the ISSN is present in the Aggregate Serials 
Frequency database, then the bib is taken from that database and placed into the catalog. 
Furthermore, if the SERHOLD report has an Abbreviated Title, then that value is set to the MARC 
Bib 220 $a.  A Serial Copy is created with the known frequency. The SERHOLD Holdings value is 
placed in the Serial Copy's Free Text Holdings String.  

5.  If a title's ISSN is not currently in the catalog and not in the Aggregate Serials Frequency 
database, then a bib is created in the catalog with the title, the Abbreviated Title (if not nil), and 
the ISSN.  The Copy is created with only the system's circulation defaults for a serial item.  The 
SERHOLD Holdings value is placed in the Serial Copy's Free Text Holdings String.  

If this function creates a bib, then the bib may be replaced by the standard catalog tools, e.g., 
Import a MARC Bib.  



1.2 Retrieving the DOCLINE SERHOLD Holdings Report

Use your browser to go to http://www.nlm.nih.gov/docline/.  

Select link DOCLINE SYSTEM LOGIN.  

Select the Serial Holdings tab.  

Select Reports button/graphic.  

Under Create Reports, select Holdings by Library.  

For the report, under Choose Report Format, select CSV.  Under Chose Report Fields, select all 
of the check boxes.  Finally select the button Create Report.  

Check for the report with the hour via the left panel's Review Reports button. Save the completed 
report on your workstation.  

Change the file's extension from rpt to csv.  This final file is now ready for importing and 
converting.  

1.3 Import DOCLINE SERHOLD Holdings Report

1.4 Fields:  Import DOCLINE SERHOLD Holdings Report

1.4.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.  

1.4.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.4.3 Field 3 Browse to SERHOLD File:  

Purpose:  this push button enables the user to navigate to the target file on the user's workstation. 
The native workstation file browser is invoked to identify the file.  
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1.4.4 Field 4 Filename:  150 characters

Purpose:  To specify the target filename. The filename must include the directory paths.  

Format:  It is any legal directory path and filename for your server.  

Discussion:  If the source of the file is Workstation and the workstation is graphical, then this field 
is deactivated, and the file selection is made via the workstation's native file selection window. 
The filename is then displayed in this field, and the file is copied from the workstation to the 
server.  

1.4.5 Field 5 Create Serial Copy Number:  2 characters, mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  to specify the Serial Copy Number that the SERHOLD data should be applied.  The 
default is 1, i.e., the first copy.  Only change this value if this catalog supports more than one 
library and is importing more than one SERHOLD report, in which case the following steps should 
be taken:  

1. Before running the SERHOLD Import the first time, use function [Properties] and then 
[Circulation Locations] to make sure each library with a SERHOLD report has its own Journal 
Location.  For example, if the catalog supports two libraries, East Campus and West Campus, 
then create locations "Journals East Campus" and "Journals West Campus".  

2. Run the Properties function [New Item Circulation Defaults] and set the New Journal Issue 
Defaults to library's Journal Location for a corresponding the SERHOLD report.  Using the above 
East and West example, if you are importing East Campus's report, set the default to "Journals 
East Campus".  

3. Go to the SERHOLD Import.  If this is the first SERHOLD report being imported, then assign 
field Copy Number the value of 1.  If the import is being run for the second library, then give field 
Copy Number the value of 2, etc.  Again using the East and West example, if East Campus is the 
first report being imported, then its Copy Number should be 1, and West Campus would later 
have Copy Number value of 2.  

4. Import the SERHOLD report that corresponds to the New Journal Issue Defaults Location.  

5. If more libraries' SERHOLD reports need to be imported into this catalog, then go back to step 
2.  

Format of field Copy Number:  it is a value from 1 to 99.  

1.4.6 Field 6 Controls:  Load, Cancel, Help:  

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  The load file push button will 
move the specified file into the application, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will 
display all of the documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for 
each field.  

Format:  Select the desired push button with a click or focus on it and press ENTER.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Import the SERHOLD file now
Cancel
Help
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